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News for this week
Monday saw us re-open our door to more children.
It is lovely to see our Reception and Year 1 children
back with us as well as those children of key
workers. The children are delighted to be back and
we are all very impressed by how well they have
adapted back into the school environment.
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Year 2/3/4
We have enjoyed being together and being able to
see and wave to our other friends in other classes.
We have enjoyed the hot weather and have used
our field/playground area to complete our work
outside!

We know that many children are not able to come
into school yet and class teachers will be phoning
each family for a catch up over the next week, to
see how everyone else is getting on. We continue to
be hugely impressed by the work that is being sent This week, we’ve been learning how to draw our
in from home and we know how hard children and own portraits following steps and also in the style of
Picasso. The Picasso style was our favourite. We
parents are working, in order to get this done.
have written our own Birth Announcement and
have enjoyed a game of rounders.

Year 5/6

Reception

We are learning about rainforests and are writing a
fact file about a jaguar.
We are really excited to be back at school and are
having lots of fun with our friends.
Our classroom is a bit different because we have to
sit at desks, some of our toys are missing.
We have trays to put our special things in.
At break and lunch we play outside which we enjoy.

Numbots

We currently subscribe to 'numbots' a Maths
website for children's learning. The subscription is
up for renewal on June 23rd and although some
This term, our topic is all about ‘Magic’. On Monday families still logging on, numbers have gone down.
afternoon we designed and made magic wands. We Could parents be aware that we can only pay for a
have also designed fairy doors. We have been
subscription, should numbers increase between
learning number bonds 10 to 20 in Maths. In
now and then. Logins and passwords are the same
Science, we are learning about the parts of plants, as TT rockstar or parents could contact school for
which ties in with our theme ‘Jack and the
Mrs Marks to send them out again.
Beanstalk’.

Year 1

Beau
Our school dog Beau has been coming into class
every afternoon with Mrs Ostle and her pod of
children. They have been teaching him tricks and he
has enjoyed sunny afternoons on the school field
getting lots of exercise.

